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At the SeashoreAt the Seashore



This  is  a  wave.
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WEATHER



Today,  it  is  cloudy.
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By Alison Brown and Florence Brown

Who Am I?



Here is my home.
It is a nest.
Who am I?
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I am a bird.
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P izza  Time
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“Let ’s make a pizza !” says Stel la.

“What wi l l  we put
on our pizza?” asks Oliver
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“Ice cream is yummy,”
says Stel la.

“Let ’s put ice cream
on our pizza f irst !”
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By  Shari  Schwartz,  Helen  Tomassini,  and  Linda  Widenmaier 

Illustrated  by  Pat  Gangnon

A  Winter  Day
in  the  Arctic
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 It  was  a  very  cold,  winter  day.

 Dad  got  the  dogs  out
 to  go  to  the  lake.

 Geela  helped  him  with  the  dogs.



Raccoons

By Pat Etue
Illustrated by Lam Quach
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Here  is  a  raccoon.

Raccoons  have  gray  fur

and  a  black  mask.



The  Coyote  and  the  Turkeys

By  Pat  Etue

Illustrated  by  Mary  Mitchell  Tartaglia
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So  he  went  out  to  look  for  some  food.
He  came  to  a  hill  and  he  saw
many,  many  turkeys.

“I  like  to  eat  turkeys,”  said  Coyote
and  he  hid  behind  a  tree.



Shapes  Around
the  City

By  Lise  Hawkins  and  ivor  Sinfield
Photography  by  Lise  Hawkins
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   Shapes  around  the  city

If  you  look  you  will  see  shapes
all  around  your  city.

There  are  circles,

squares

and  triangles.

Some  shapes
are  big.

                              Some  shapes
                              are  little.

Some  shapes  have  shapes
inside  them.



By  Mary  Labatt
Illustration  and  Photography

by  Lam  Quach

Chipmunks
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      What  chipmunks  look  like

Chipmunks  are  little  and  brown.

They  have  white  and  black  stripes
and  a  white  stomach.

A  chipmunk  has  two  eyes,
two  ears,
four  tiny  paws,
a  nose,
some  sharp  teeth,
some  whiskers
and  a  furry  tail.



Making
      Maple
            Syrup

By  Janet  Intscher
Illustrated  by  Pat  Gangnon
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Introduction

Most  people  like  maple  syrup.
The  taste  is  sweet.

It  is  delicious  on  pancakes,
on  ice  cream  and  even  on  snow!
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Where  does  maple  syrup  come  from?

Maple  syrup  comes  from  the  sap
of  sugar  maple  trees.

There  are  sugar  maples  in  different
parts  of  Canada  and  the  United  States.

Why  does  the  syrup  taste  sweet?

The  sweet  food  which  the  tree  makes
for  itself  is  stored  in  the  roots
all  through  the  winter.

In  spring  the  sap  takes  the  sugar
up  the  trunk  of  the  tree  to  make  the  new 
leaves  grow.
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To  take  a  bus,  people  check  the  timetable  
which  lets  them  know  when  the  bus  will  arrive.

Then  they  go  to
a  bus  stop  and
wait  for  the  bus
to  pick  them  up.

 They  need  a  ticket,
 a  bus  pass
 or  money
 to  travel  by  bus.

The  Bus

In  most  cities  people  take  buses.
Your  parents  may  take  a  bus  to  get  to work
or  to  go  shopping.

A  bus  is  a  great  way
to  visit  a  friend,
go  to  a  movie
or  go  to  the  library.
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A  wolf  has
a  narrower  chest

than  a  dog  of
the  same  size.

Wolves  and  dogs  live  in  different  ways. 

The  wolf  is  wild  and  it  can  survive  on  its  own. 
It  hunts  its  own  food  and  it  sees  people  as  an  enemy.

The  dog  needs  people  for  food  and  shelter. 
It  sees  people  as  its  friends.

Another  way  to  tell  the  difference  between  a  wolf 
and  a  dog  is  the  footprint. 

When  you  see  wolf  paw  prints,  the  left  and  the  right 
tracks  are  closer  together  than  those  made  by  a  dog.




